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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
us get through those miserable
winter months, strengthening
mind, body and spirit. They
demand particular qualities of
us and really do make us better
human beings!

Well, we held our breath at
the beginning of the year, not
knowing what was coming
next.
The third lockdown
was such a disappointment.
So frustrating. Our horses,
however, always there for us,
are great levellers and helped

Thank you for your hard work
navigating all the obstacles
that Covid has continued to
throw up during the year and
keeping your groups afloat.
Special thanks to our ten
driving groups whose patience
was tested to the limit whilst
they waited for the green light
to restart.
And what a joy it was to see
our riders and drivers taking
part in the Virtual National
Championships in the summer.

Although RDA has built its
reputation over the last 50 years
on the provision of therapeutic
riding and driving, the last
two years has highlighted
the need for us to be more
diverse. To think outside the
box! For those of you who

There are exciting times ahead
for RDA and I hope you will all
embrace the opportunities that
will come your way. You have
a strong SE Regional Team to
help you with any problems
that need solving or any ideas
you can share.
I hope to see you all very soon
and thank you for the amazing
work you do.

Pauline x

Smarden Therapeutic

Ghyll Park Gains Access

Many of our groups are now working more closely with
Accessibility Mark Centres throughout the region. These
centres are run from riding schools on a commercial basis
and they provide an important alternative when RDA groups
cannot accommodate participants, either due to long waiting
lists or perhaps the riders are able to move out of the RDA
setting which frees up a space for another rider.

Ghyll Park Equestrian, near Mayfield, became accredited as
an Accessibility Mark Centre at the start of the year. It joins
the 9 other centres in the South East.

Smarden Therapeutic in Kent is an example of one of these
AM centres which operates out of 4-Gaits Riding School.
There are exciting times ahead for owner and coach, Lisa
Evans, who has just moved the whole operation to Bilsington
Priory Equestrian Centre. Set in the heart of a 1000 acre rural
estate near Ashford this site will offer riders amazing facilities,
including 300 acres of off road tracks through woods and
fields, indoor and outdoor arenas and a 7 furlong gallops.
Lisa will also be offering alternative therapies for horses and
riders, Kids Clubs, Workshops and even bed and breakfast at
The Priory, just a stone’s throw from the stables.
For more information contact Lisa on 07706 039 360
or www.4gaitsridingschool.co.uk
Front Cover Picture - Stella Hancock Driving Group with Paula
Stapeley driving Maisie, a Suffolk Punch, with her owner Gaye
Botting and Sally Tremlett with the flag. Photo - Robert Redmond
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Not everyone can make the
long journey to Hartpury even
under normal circumstances
so I am delighted this is going
to become a permanent fixture
on the RDA calendar.
How
brilliant for our participants to
have a video to keep after the
event as well as rosettes, score
sheets and trophies! If you
didn’t take part this year, please
give it a go in 2022.

have witnessed the smile
and recognition of someone
with dementia when they
remember the touch and smell
of a pony, you know exactly
what I am talking about. The
experience is transformative. It
makes a connection which had
otherwise been lost.

The Accessibility Mark was developed in 2013 by the RDA in
partnership with Hoof, the British Equestrian Federation’s
participation programme following research that suggested
a far greater demand for horse riding among the disabled
community than RDA Groups are able to accommodate at
present and the Accessibility Mark aims to bridge this gap
Ghyll Park is set in the beautiful Sussex countryside and has a
variety of suitable horses and ponies with Sally-Ann and her
qualified staff offering class or individual sessions. The yard is
friendly and welcoming to all but is unable to accommodate
wheelchair users .
Ghyll Park will benefit from RDA’s on-going training, support
and access to a range of RDA programmes to ensure a quality
experience for clients with disabilities.

It’s a Gift!
The Region is absolutely thrilled to have taken delivery of a
fabulous new hydraulic platform courtesy of international
dressage rider and trainer and long-time RDA supporter of
our Dressage at Hickstead, Dane Rawlins, and manufacturers
Alistage Ltd of South Mimms.
Much careful attention was given to the build and it has been
made to an extremely high standard. It may now be possible
to use it at some of our regional events to give more riders the
opportunity to take part.
Meanwhile, Hope in the Valley RDA at Plumpton College, East
Sussex, have become custodians and they will be trialling it
over the coming year.
Chair, Lesley Morill said “It is a dream come true for us, and
we hope to use it soon. We are extremely grateful. We used
a platform at The Clwyd Centre on our annual RDA holiday
trip and saw the difference it made for our riders. We never
thought we would ever have one of our own”.

Pauline Roestenburg and Anthea Pell trial the new
hydraulic platform in the factory

A ZOOMING
EVENING
WITH
SOPHIE
CHRISTIANSEN
In February, The Wheelwrights and
The Farriers, joined RDA riders,
drivers, and volunteers for a zoomedin virtual evening with Sophie
Christiansen. Sophie captivated and
inspired the 60 or so attendees and raised almost £700 towards her funding.

A Zooming Evening with Sophie

Including Sophie’s historic Gold Medal appearance at the London Paralympics, Sophie brought everyone up to date with her
story since the 2016 Rio Paralympics. Sophie has built a new team, and is working with two horses, Die Furstin (Stella) and
Innuendo III (Louie), training them up to qualify for selection for the Paris Olympic games. She has also founded the Gold
Club, which allows members an inside scoop on her progress in representing Great Britain at world competitions at home and
abroad.
“We were so excited to hear from Sophie and listen to her awesome all inspiring story. Our dream is to win that first rosette in a
dressage competition one day” was the reaction from one guest.
If you would like to know more about Sophie’s Gold Club go to https://www.sophiechristiansen.co.uk/
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BECCA @ SKREPPA!
The last 18 months have provided
RDA Coach and Group Chair
Becca Sutch time to rethink,
restructure and rename what
was Ashford Valley RDA. With
the support and mentoring of
The Prince’s Trust, Becca has
formed her own Community
Interest Company, Skreppa
Horses, which provides a safe
space for children with mental
health issues to experience the
healing powers of horses.

of ice and fire, are strong and
resilient. It is a cardinal sin to
refer to them as ponies, despite
their height, as they are direct
descendants from Viking horses
and bred to carry men and
women over the rugged terrain
of their homeland. They have a
calm nature and a genuine desire
to work with people, which are
qualities that couple with their
extra, ultra-smooth gait, to make
them perfect for RDA.

Skreppa is an Icelandic verb
meaning “to run away from
things for a little while”. There
is no single word to translate it
as a feeling or an experience. At
the heart of this new enterprise
are two little Icelandic horses,
Oskadis (Queen of Wishes) and
Draumur (Dreams). Becca fell in
love with the breed ten years ago
whilst on honeymoon in Iceland
and her dream of one day having
her own “Icie” came true in
March this year. After much
research and planning the horses
were first flown to Belgium and
then transported on a long
journey by road and boat to
Kent where they had to quickly
acclimatise to an exceptionally
warm early Spring.

Becca’s experience as an RDA
Coach and Chair of Ashford
Valley RDA place her in a perfect
position to incorporate the
newly formed RDA group into
Skreppa. The activities of the two
organisations complement each
other perfectly.

These horses, from the land

Another partnership has seen
Susi Anderson, owner of
Little Tiffenden and home of
Woodchurch
RDA
Driving
Group, offer the use of her
wonderful facilities which are
within easy travel distance
for Becca and the horses and
Skreppa RDA’s first session took
place in September. There has
already been a big interest from
schools, the local council and
private individuals in Becca’s
work so that she is already
looking for more volunteers
and is training an assistant
coach to help with demand.
Regional Chair, Pauline
Roestenburg, says “We
wish Becca and Skreppa
every success! RDA needs
young people with Becca’s
passion and drive to take the
organisation forward for
the next generation. There
is also great potential for
more of these little horses
to join our groups. We will
watch their progress with
great interest.”
www.skreppa-horses.co.uk
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BBC 6PM NEWS GOES TO CHALKDOWN
When the BBC wanted to do a piece on how the
Covid pandemic and Lockdown was affecting
disability sport, they featured Chalkdown RDA
Coach, Karen Whittaker and Michael riding
Merlin.
The BBC crew turned up to film Michael and
Merlin and to interview, his mother, Joyce
to put in a piece that also featured HRH, The
Princess Royal. She said a few words too on how
important this therapy is for all our riders and the
need to get back to riding as quickly as possible.
Michael just couldn’t stop smiling.

HORSES 4 HEALTH RELAY
The first Great Horses for Health Relay was widely supported
by the RDA, as a major beneficiary, as it travelled all around
the UK over the summer months before hitting the South East
in early September.
RDA was one of the handful of equine charities that were
beneficiaries of this exciting venture that aimed to highlight
how horses can have a positive impact on our mental health.
It was the Lockdown brainchild of horse lover, Sophie Gifford
and an enthusiastic group of volunteers, to celebrate how
much horses have done for people during the pandemic.
The Relay kicked off in Yorkshire in May.

RUNNING TO RAISE FUNDS

In August, Camilla Garthwaite ran the London Vitality Half Marathon
and raised nearly £2,500 in much needed funds for the RDA SE Region. She completed it in 2 hours and 14 minutes but found it a tough
run, commenting that ‘getting up at 5am probably didn’t help an old
granny’.
The money has funded a special storage facility for the new Countryside Challenge course and equipment that the Region needs for
the many qualifying events it runs over the summer months which
currently has no proper home of its own. In honour of Camilla’s
efforts, the facility will be called Camilla’s Shed and it is hoped
Camilla will preside over the unveiling when it is ready.
“I love horses and believe strongly in their healing powers and the
work of the RDA” says Camilla.
“It’s nice to know where the money is going and we can all visualise a
shed!”
“Our hairy, four-legged friends really are such incredible animals that
we owe a dept of gratitude too as they seem to touch so many areas
of our lives. I am thrilled and delighted and extremely happy” she
finished.
If anyone would still like to donate to Camilla’s campaign, please visit
her Just Giving page http://www.justgiving.com/Camilla-Garthwaite.
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A HAT TRICK OF PRESIDENT’S AWARDS
Three long standing volunteers from the Region have been
selected as recipients of this year’s Presidents’ Award - the
most prestigious award presented by the RDA for exceptional
dedication. What’s more exceptional is that two are from the
same Group.
Bridgyd Richards from Fairwarp and Sally Grainger
(Bidborough) are both from Eridge RDA (which meets in
normal times at Chelwood Gate) and Jo Lee is from Epsom
RDA. Fortunately, the three recipients were lucky enough to
receive their awards in person from The Princess Royal during
the AGM that was held at the Lowlands National Training
Centre in November

groups and competing three times at the RDA Pony of the Year
at Wembley - even coming second” says Bridgyd. “It’s been a
great ride and still is!”
Her many years of experience with disabled children has stood
the Group in good stead. Bridgyd simply is Eridge RDA.

SALLY GRAINGER, ERIDGE RDA

BRIDGYD RICHARDS, ERIDGE RDA

JO LEE, EPSOM RDA
Jo Lee began with Epsom RDA in 1989 as part of her Duke of
Edinburgh Award and in the three decades journeying from
teenage volunteer to Trustee and Group Coach, Jo has made
an outstanding contribution to the Group and is very much
at its heart. As well as coaching disabled riders on her regular
Wednesday evening riding sessions, Jo has responsibility
for overseeing the care of the charities’ herd of 10 horses.
In addition, she is always prepared to step up and lead on
a myriad of other activities to help the Group including
organising the in-house riders’ championships, tackling
the logistics of volunteers, riders and ponies travelling to
Regional Championships and National Championships as
well as fundraising and making sure the yard is kept in an
orderly fashion.
Jo said “When I first arrived at Epsom RDA as a teenager I
never for one moment imagined that Epsom RDA would
become such an important part of mine and my family’s life.
I am delighted to have been recognised in this way, but I
am mindful that I am one individual representing the wider
Epsom RDA community.”
Jo Lee, Epsom RDA, receives her President’s Award
from HRH The Princess Royal

THE WHEELWRIGHTS’ DONATION
Sally Grainger, Eridge RDA, receives her President’s
Award from HRH The Princess Royal
Bridgyd Richards, Eridge RDA receives her President’s
Award from HRH The Princess Royal
Bridgyd Richards is a stalwart of Eridge RDA and has
been for 46 years, having joined soon after the Group’s
inception. She has been a committee member and trustee
ever since - a record of volunteer service unequalled in the
Group. Indefatigable in attendance at committee meetings,
riding sessions and fundraisers, she has shown a life-long
commitment and loyalty to the riders. She is the Group’s
memory-keeper and an unflagging proponent of the
charitable aims for which the group was founded so many
years ago.
Bridgyd has never missed the Monday session despite the
years of milking and caring for her prize Jersey herd of cows
until her retirement and now, despite hip problems, she still
attends to keep records of each session.

Sally has given a lifetime of service to Eridge and has remained
quiet, unassuming and constant throughout. She started
as a teenager over 40 years ago and has always been a firm
favourite with the riders with her reassuring and friendly
manner.

Over recent years, The Worshipful Company of Wheelwrights
has been generous sponsors of the our Summer
Carriage Driving Show. Sadly, the Show was unable to be held
in 2020 and 2021 because of the pandemic and lockdown but
the Wheelwrights asked whether they could still support with
sponsorship for other necessary equipment.
The equipment for the Show has always been begged for
or borrowed so it was an obvious choice to buy some of
our own. A wish list was drawn up and the Company very
generously agreed to fund it all! The Region will now have a set of
flexible carriage driving cones complete with numbers and balls

(that should remain in place when driving the course!) and robust
dressage letters.
The current Master of the Worshipful Company of Wheelwrights, Mr
David Mortlock, in all his livery regalia, visited Woodchurch RDA in
Kent on an August Wednesday to watch a carriage driving session in
progress and while there presented the cheque for £950 to Pauline
Roestenburg (South East Chair) and Miranda Purves (South East
Carriage Driving Representative).
We are all most grateful to the Company for all their support for RDA
carriage driving in the South East. Where would we be without
wheels?

Sally has been the Group’s Secretary, a pony keeper, a pony
transporter, an occasional rider’s chauffeur, a Christmas Lunch
Chef, a weekly volunteer, a keeper of confidences for parents,
volunteers and trustees. She has supported the Group in
at least five moves, secured and overseen healthy finances,
seen many riders progress from tots to young adults and shy
volunteers become confidant instructors.
“I was really surprised but absolutely delighted to have been
given such an amazing award” says Sally. “It has been a
privilege to have been able to help and I have met so many
inspiring young people, their parents and carers and have
learned from them all”.

Sally is certainly a rock of the Eridge Group which would be lost
“I am so thrilled to have received this award as it was so
unexpected. I have had a wonderful time, visiting many other without her and would not have flourished in the way it has.
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VIRTUAL NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS - WE GRABBED
ALL THE RIBBONS
There were so many ribbons for South East Region riders and
drivers from the Riding for the Disabled in this year’s Virtual RDA
National Championships.
Stella Hancock Driving Group from Surrey and Woodchurch
Driving Group from Kent swept the board in the Novice Class
with Gemma Tiley taking first place for Stella Hancock and
Neil Simmons, snatching second place for Woodchurch. Linda
Redmond from Stella Hancock and Martin Rhydderch from
Woodchurch shared third place. Stacey Armstrong, Stacey Tiley
and Carol Paige from Stella Hancock secured 5th and joint 6th
respectively.

Chalkdown: Frank Baskeville
with Merlin

Stella Hancock: Gemma
Tiley receives her prize
from Alice Scarborough

Bradbourne : Peter Broome
receiving rosettes from
Jenna Leight Regional Coach

Kate Pole from Quest RDA
who won in the dressage

Epsom: Foad with Romeo

Chalkdown: Paul
Montgomery on Finn

Stella Hancock: Carole Paige driving Tookie

Woodchurch is hoping that the virtual element of the championships will become an annual fixture as travelling to the competition at Hartpury, Gloucestershire, is not an option.
In the Open Class, Jack Marr from Kent’s Bradbourne Group took
the top spot and Paula Stapeley from Stella Hancock was second.
Bradbourne’s Peter Broome also won a 4th place in the Level 3
showjumping.
In Surrey, Epsom and Quest Groups enjoyed a plethora of
ribbons. Quest’s Isabella Pozella won the Junior Section of the
Grade 3 Dressage and also enjoyed a 3rd place in the Unled Walk
and Trot Showing Class. Quest also had another champion with
Gabriella Fox winning the Junior Grade 1-6 Walk and Trot Dressage. More ribbons for Kate Pole enjoying 4th in the Unled Walk,
Trot and Canter Showing Class, while Rhys Rawlings took 3rd in
the Led Walk Only Dressage.

Epsom: Simone with Romeo

Cornilo: Alexandra Griffiths-Rayson with Bomber
and prizes

Stella Hancock: Stacey Armstrong driving Jolly

Cornilo: Sharon Kelsall with Summer

Stella Hancock: Sarah Pain driving Eddie

L-R Quest’s Kate Pole on Jack, Gabriella Fox on Pepper and
Isabella Pozella on Lily

Fairlight Hall: Joe Roud on King Arthur

Epsom: Arts and Crafts Thomas York

Epsom had eight participants in total competing across a range
of activities from the traditional dressage, to the Countryside
Challenge, and the Arts and Crafts and seven of them achieved a
place in the final six. The seventh participant was unlucky to miss
out on qualifying for the finals in a highly competitive class.
Kent’s Cornilo Group’s Sharon Kelsall rode her own Summer to
win the Grade 3 Open Dressage and become overall National
Grade 3 Champion while Lexi Griffiths Rayson riding Bomber in
the Partially Visually Impaired Walk & Trot Dressage came third.
There was another fantastic result for Paul Montgomery from
Kent’s Chalkdown Group who was 2nd in the Led Walk & Trot
Dressage riding Finn while Frank Baskerville rode Merlin for his
5th place in the Senior Section of the Grade 1-6 Walk and Trot
Dressage Class.
Fairlight Hall in Sussex completed the haul with Joe Roud who
was placed 5th in the I/D Canter Dressage Class.
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NEW RDA UK CHAIR VISITS SOUTH EAST
Riding for the Disabled UK’s
new Chair, Rachel Medill
MBE, chose the South East
Region as one of the first to
visit in her new role when she
spent several days in October
touring a diverse range of RDA
groups in Kent and Surrey,
with Regional Chair, Pauline
Roestenburg.
The trip started in Surrey with
a visit to recently merged
Horsley, Bookham & Leatherhead Group. After a successful
fundraising campaign, the group has now started work on
its new purpose-built RDA facility. This is an exciting project
which should be completed by next Spring when there will be
a grand opening.

on a beautiful autumn morning to watch the last session of
the season. Here, she also met Becca Sutch to talk about her
newly formed RDA group, Skreppa Horses. Woodchurch
have kindly offered Skreppa the use of their wonderful
facilities whilst the group gets off the ground. This is an
exciting time for Becca who earlier this year imported two
Icelandic ponies which will form the foundation for her
group. Rachel and Becca talked about the suitability of these
hardy little ponies for RDA work as they are strong, sure
footed and bold with calm temperaments.
We look forward to welcoming Rachel back to visit our Sussex
groups next Spring.

EPSOM’S NEW SCHOOL

We have long-term ambitions to improve our riding facilities and
more importantly reduce the waiting list. The priority remains the
development of the new indoor riding school, car park and stabling.
We have planning permission for the works and we have the funds
to do the first phase which is the new car park. This will improve
the safety of our site separating vehicles from people and ponies.
We hope to start construction in the next few months. Progress on
the rest of the project has been frustrated by grant funding bodies
having to withdraw due to COVID. However, we have had success
in getting a grant from Sports England and we are now pursuing
other opportunities including Your Fund Surrey and other potential
sources of funding from organisations and individuals.
Jane Sanders, Epsom RDA

SOPHIE’S GOLDEN VISIT TO QUEST
When Quest RDA achieved such amazing
results for their participants in the Virtual
National Championships, they decided it was
worth making a fuss and baking a cake.

Next was Cranleigh RDA where Coach Sarah Lambert gave a
brilliant session with four riders. Rachel spent time talking to
two adult riders with MS who said when they are riding they
are able to forget their disability and it gives them freedom
and independence.

They thought that a truly inspirational supporter
of RDA would be just the ticket to bring a touch
of royalty to the occasion and invited multi
Olympic Gold Medallist, Sophie Christiansen
to present their winners with their prizes and
rosettes.

The last Surrey venue was to Epsom for an evening session
where Rachel was able to hear about their new development
plans from Group Chair, Ray Lee and walk around their
Countryside Challenge course. The Group hopes to start work
on the new car park very soon followed by extension work
on their current indoor arena. Rachel was also introduced
to Epsom’s two new horses, Spice and Rags, who came all
the way from a trekking centre in Pembrokeshire. They have
settled in very quickly and are already much loved.
The Kent visit kicked off with Cornilo RDA, tucked away in
the unspoilt countryside near Dover, where Rachel presented
rosettes and trophies to Lexi Griffiths Rayson and Sharon
Kelsall for their achievements in the RDA Virtual National
Championships. This was followed by nearby Alkham Valley
RDA which operates alongside Alkham Valley Community
Project, which also works with Kent County Council to
provide opportunities for children from disadvantaged
backgrounds to spend time with the ponies. During the
summer months it ran the Reconnect Scheme to help
children adjust after the isolation of the pandemic as well as
the HAF project (Holidays and Food) promoted by Marcus
Rashford. Whilst visiting the group Rachel watched a young
rider using the fabulous new Horse Simulator, which was
largely funded by Sport England. This helps the rider to
concentrate on their riding position and strengthen core
muscles.
On the last day, Rachel visited Woodchurch Driving Group
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An artist’s impression of Epsom’s new school
showing the ramp entrance into the viewing area

Quest Celebrates with Sophie

Rachel Medill tries out Alkham Valley’s mechanical
horse

Sophie was thrilled to do the honours and was
treated to a warm welcome and some very
special cake.

A GREAT IMPAC T

In the 2020-21 RDA Impact
Report, our President, Her Royal
Highness The Princess Royal
talks about the ‘unprecedented
challenges’ faced by the
charity, and the ‘devastating
impact’ lockdown had on its
beneficiaries.

Rachel Medill gives Cornilo’s Sharon Kelsall and
Alexandra Griffiths Rayson (with dog, Uni) National
Championship prizes

In March 2020, all RDA groups
across the UK closed their doors
for the first time in the charity’s
51 year history. Fundraising for
groups became an immediate
issue, with events cancelled
and no income from riding and
carriage driving sessions. New
challenges emerged as the crisis
continued: care for horses, the
isolation of participants and the
drop in volunteer confidence.

The report highlights the quick

and decisive response from RDA
UK including a grants programme
which swung into action to
support those in immediate
financial risk. Regular briefings
and updates helped groups to
stay informed during a fastchanging situation along with
educational and fun resources.
Princess Anne references the
creativity and innovation shown
by RDA and its groups in finding
ways to adapt. She writes:
“Within this year of restrictions,
RDA has found ways to adapt.
We have demonstrated our
ability to embrace change and
find opportunity in adversity.”
We should all be very proud of
our achievements.
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YOUNG ISLA DOES A ‘CAPTAIN TOM’
One of Quest RDA’s youngest
riders, Isla Williams, aged
7, undertook an amazing
‘Captain Tom’ challenge of her
own to raise much needed
funds for the ponies she loves.

The beautiful Denbies Vineyard in Dorking was
the venue for our Governance Workshop on
Wednesday 27 October. Self-confessed ‘governance
geek’ RDA Chief Executive Ed Bracher delivered
an engaging and thought-provoking presentation
to 55 trustees representing 20 groups from the
Greater London and South East Regions.

Isla has an extremely rare
and disabling genetic
condition of Fibrodysplasia
Ossificans Progressiva (FOP),
which progressively causes
extra bone to form in the
connective tissues. Despite
this, Isla took up Quest’s
Golden Anniversary Challenge
Campaign and decided to
cycle 50 times around her
local recreation ground to
raise sponsorship. Her current
total is 9 times her target at
over £2,300.

After the previous 18 months of COVID restrictions
it was great to be back in a room with so many
enthusiastic volunteers!

Warm
Welcome
to the Welsh
Epsom were quick off the mark to
secure Rags and Spice after they saw the
RDA National Facebook post about a
Pembrokeshire trekking centre that was
closing and looking for new homes for
their ponies.

When Michelle Dewberry,
GB News presenter (and
winner of the first-ever
Apprentice) heard about Isla’s
feat, she asked to feature her
in the regular “good news”
section of their Dewbs &
Co programme during the
opening week in June.
Isla joined other Quest
participants in raising much
needed funds following the
pandemic and to celebrate the
Group’s 50th Birthday.
“With annual costs of
£40,000, Isla’s and the other
participants’ wonderful efforts,
will help enormously” said
Group Chair, Julie Jones.

Isla and her mother
on GB News
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ED LEADS ON
GOVERNANCE

Epsom’s New
Pony Rags
Isla Williams on her bike

After contacting with a brief on the perfect
RDA pony, and an interrogation from the
Centre on the Epsom set up, facilities and
the lifestyle RDA could offer the ponies,
the Epsom Chair, Ray Lee. and two
trustees set off on the 500 mile round trip.
“It was a worthwhile trip with Rags and
Spice joining us a few weeks later and they
have proved to be valuable additions to
our herd” said the Group’s, Jane Sanders.
“We took our time to introduce them to
life at the Group allowing them to settle
into their new home and phasing in
ridden work gradually. They are doing well
having ideal temperaments revelling in the
contact they have with people and being
generally unphased by most things”.

Epsom’s New Pony Spice
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A FOND FAREWELL
After 17 years at the RDA helm, Chief Executive Ed Bracher has announced his
decision to move on and will be leaving in April 2022.
In his announcement he said “As we move forward towards the launch and
delivery of a new strategy, it is time for someone new to take up this role and
lead RDA to the next stage of its journey”.
Ed will leave a significant legacy of achievements that sets a great platform for
his successor. Highlights of his achievements have been the creation of the
National Training Centre, improving coaching standards, the introduction of
new activities and, above all, a proactive and supportive Covid survival plan
for the Groups, participants and volunteers. He has always been incredibly
proud of and amazed by the wonderful people involved in the RDA that have
helped him leave the organisation stronger than it was when he came into
post.
Although excited by what the future may hold for him, he is also very sad to be leaving – ‘it has given me so much over so
many years from which I will take away many unforgettable moments’.
It goes without saying that everyone in the South East will be sad to bid Ed a fond farewell but wish him every well-deserved
success in all his future endeavours.

NEWS
IN
BRIEF

HELLO AND GOODBYE

Cllr George Koowaree has decided to resign his position as
Woodchurch Group’s Chair after 3 years during which he
has guided, encouraged and supported us in every way.
He has decided to retire and will hand over the reins to Cllr
Jenny Webb who has been nominated by the Trustees and
agreed to stand as our new Chair. Jenny took up the post as
a co-opted Chair in July and will stand for full election at the
AGM in March 2022.
Jenny has been Mayor
of Ashford and is now
Deputy Mayor. She lives in
Ashford with her husband
David where they enjoy a
GB Para Rider, Katie Radzik, went along to Chalkdown
shared passion for growing
RDA near Staplehurst in early September to give volunteers
orchids and have 5 children
Jenny Webb with driver
and riders a dressage to music demonstration on her
between them.
Liz Jarvis
beautiful horse Alfie. She was joined by her mother, Steph,
who also acts as her manager at all her events. Alfie is a
Danish warmblood that
Katie has only had for 3
months so it was a good
opportunity to show him
Farnham RDA has merged with Broadlands RDA which
off and put him through
operates in Medstead, a short distance from their previous
his paces.
location. Broadlands RDA will take over providing riding
“Alfie behaved impeclessons to the children from The Abbey and William
cably” said Pauline
Cobbett schools.
Roestenburg of ChalkBroadlands is a dedicated RDA centre which has been
down RDA. “It was so
operating in the same tranquil part of the Hampshire
good of Katie to come
countryside for over 65 years.
and spend time with
This is great news for both the children and volunteers but
us answering all our
sad news for the South East Region as the new home is in
questions
Katie Radzik and Alfie at
Hampshire.
Chalkdown Sept 2021
and I know she’s
https://www.broadlandsgrouprda.org.uk/
really inspired our riders”.

INSPIRING DRESSAGE TO
MUSIC AT CHALKDOWN RDA

FARNHAM RDA LEAVE
THE REGION
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COMMIT TEE CHANGES AFO OT

There are some changes afoot in the Regional Committee.
Our Officers are only permitted to hold their positions for a
maximum of 9 years and we dread this deadline as it approaches.
Very sadly our our amazing Publicity Officer, Jo, will be standing
down having put this Annual Review together one last time.
We will miss Jo popping up in the most unexpected places for
the perfect photo opportunity. We will miss her creative flair,
her wizardry with words, sense of humour and tolerance and
tact when we forward our rubbish photos with insufficient
pixels or MB (whatever that is). We wish her every success with
her WashPod Disabled Wetroom business and we of course
hope to see her in an unofficial capacity at our regional events.

The good news is that we have twisted the arm of our Surrey
Chair, Paula Jones, to take on the role. Apart from being a whizz
with digital marketing, ticketing and event management Paula
has an unforgiving eye for detail and of course knows what

makes the Region tick. She has worked closely with Jo over
the last few years and so the handover should be a smooth one.
This leaves the position of SURREY CHAIR Vacant, as much
as Paula thought she might be able to do the two jobs, we
won’t let her! So, we are just about to start recruiting to fill
her shoes. She has held the position for three years.
Surrey is a thriving county with some very strong groups, two
of which are in the middle of massive development projects.
We have some wonderful group trustees and volunteers in the
county – could this role be for you? It will be an exciting time to
become more involved with not only expansion in the Region
but also to play a part in RDA UK’s emerging strategy plans.
There will be an official advertisement released very soon but
don’t be surprised if you personally receive a phone call from
our Chair. Or, better still, why not pick up the phone first for
an initial chat. Pauline’s number is 07776 144 993.

RUNNING THE DISTANCE

The Region is sad to say a fond farewell to our Regional Vet, Judy Scrine, who
has decided to step down after nearly a decade in the role.
There’s good reason why Judy is so well regarded and her life never stands
still. Indeed, she is a massive marathon runner having competed all over
the world, including in the snowy Polar regions, often running in support
of Breast Cancer charities. She has raised an impressive £50k over 10 years
running in more than 73 countries.
Judy is famous for her encyclopaedic knowledge and enjoys challenging
medical cases. She’s the in-house guru on lameness, its investigation, causes
and treatment. When she’s not running marathons, cycling endurance
sportives or doing the Moon Walk, she enjoys ‘extreme’ socialising, luxury
dining and exotic holidays.
During her time with us, she agreed to treat our four-legged volunteers to reduced fees and procedures by a very welcome 50%
and she diplomatically oversaw the introduction of equine passports at our regional events. She’s also explored initiatives to
encourage drug companies to provide their drugs at a discount to RDA horses and ponies.
Judy has done a magnificent job going above and beyond with lectures at our regional and supra-regional conferences, as well
as attending most of our regional events in person, which has been very generous given the demands on her time. She will be
very missed and have big boots to fill.

A FRESH PAIR OF EYES
The Regional Committee have welcomed a new Regional Secretary, Marie
Gilbert, who joined the team at the beginning of the year. Although Marie
has owned her own horse and was involved with the Pony Club when her
daughter was young she is new to RDA, so she comes with a fresh pair of eyes
and completely new ideas.
Marie holds a doctorate in business administration and before retiring she held
management positions within the NHS. Soon after joining the Committee
her organisational skills were put to the test when she took on the task of
completing an in-depth and long overdue survey for the Region into the
charging structures of all South East groups. Marie’s methodology was quite a
revelation and the document is now being used as a guide for many groups in
their budget planning.
Thank you Marie for jumping in at the deep end for us, and we hope you will
keep us all in order for many years to come.
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ALL STARS FACEBOOK GROUP
RDA UK (has set up a Facebook group called RDA All Stars
for all participants who are over 16 years with the idea of
encouraging participants to share their experiences and ideas
about all aspects of RDA life. The Group is part of a project
to involve participants in giving opinions that can shape what
RDA does now and in the future.

Please share widely with any adult participant and
contact our Regional Participant Rep, Jane Busby, if
you have any questions on
janeandpeterbusby@gmail.com

TEA WITH A PONY

The RDA’s Tea with Pony campaign has brought a new,
meaningful activity to help those living with dementia,
the elderly and others with long term conditions. It was an
initiative that was created in response to the growing number
of people living with dementia, for whom horse-riding may
not be suitable but who might be helped by some other form
of animal-assisted activity involving horses.

She invited David Mortlock (current Master) and his wife
Marianne, to join them as passengers on the Holland & Holland
Park Drag (dating from 1866) in the Coaching Class. The event
included stationary close-up pre-judging, a road drive of

5 miles (with a refreshment stop for champagne and smoked
salmon!) then a Main Ring display.
“I am pleased to say that our turn-out, horsed and driven by
Sonny Hillier from Quex Park in Birchington (with his four
Friesian stallions), won the class” said Miranda. “In fact, we
also won the President’s Award for the Best Exhibit in the
Show over the two days” which made it a day to remember for
the guests who added to the spectacle with badges of office as
Master of the Wheelwrights.

A NATIONAL WINNER
FOR KENT GROUP

The competition was organised by the RDA National Office and
Helena was a worthy winner from hundreds of entries.
“This was one of the most powerful stories I have ever read”
said Penny Taylor, UK Charities Manager of the sponsor,
Godolphin. “It demonstrates the hope that the RDA can provide
to someone who has lost so much but then, through the RDA,
find something magical”.

Tea with a Pony began at Cotswold RDA in 2018 and it was
found for some participants, the connection with horses is
much deeper. One lady got so much from her session that
her daughter said:
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Miranda Purves, our Regional Carriage Driving Representative,
used a Carriage Driving show class at the Edenbridge & Oxted
Show on the August Bank Holiday to extend a ‘thank you’ to
the Worshipful Company of Wheelwrights for their fabulous
sponsorship and support over recent years.

A rider at a Kent RDA Group has won a national creative writing
competition in a story that tells of her riding experiences
through the organisation. Helena Burgess has been riding with
Chalkdown RDA in Staplehurst for three years. She has Ehlers
Danlos Syndrome and Complex Regional Pain Syndrome but the
warmth and rhythmic movement of the ponies helps to relax
muscle spasms and is building strength and flexibility.

Tea with a Pony is a simple yet very effective session where
care home residents and those living in their own homes are
invited to enjoy a cup of tea and cake, at the participating
RDA groups, whilst revisiting memories from years gone
by. Equally, if easier, ponies might be able to be taken to the
care home as Chalkdown RDA group does regularly, visiting
Abbotsleigh Care Home during their hacks out as they are
ideally located to do this. Other RDA groups across the
SouthEast are being encouraged to benefit from the mutually
inclusive feel these sessions generate for all those involved.

“It seems to have helped her memory, I’m not sure how,
but it has, and, more than anything, it’s been like a light
has turned back on again. It’s the warmth of an animal, an
animal that trusts you – the present fades away and it takes
her back to just warm memories.”

A WHEELWRIGHT THANK YOU

Abbotsleigh Resident meets Finn from Chalkdown RDA

Despite being in a wheelchair, Helena can side transfer with
the help of the Group’s hydraulic platform from wheelchair to
saddle. She now rides a variety of ponies but the smooth paces
of Highland Pony Fenella means that she can ride unaided and
is now achieving rising trot. This year she competed in the RDA
Virtual Regional Dressage Competition in June and is hoping to
attend and compete in person in 2022.

Chalkdown’s Helena Burgess on Buttercup who was
bought recently
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DATES
FOR 2021
RDA South
East Region
Dates for 2020

The Regional Committee is working hard to provide traditional regional qualifiers and
events
this year but we are
in aTraining
position to confirm dates at this time.Bradbourne
We will beRDA
using all
Jan 19
Prenot
Coach
our communication channels to alert you to events and training dates as soon as we can.
Jan 19

Safeguarding

Feb 17

Countryside Challenge Training Day

April 15

Bradbourne RDA
Epsom RDA

YOU CAN
HELP
A DIFFERENCE
Regional
ChallengeMAKE
Day
Felbridge Showground

Regional
Dressage
If you have
enjoyed
this review of the work done by the Hickstead
RDA Groups
in the South
Region
throughout 2021
and RDA
June 17
Bradbourne
CarriageEast
Driving
Qualifier
Bradbourne
you would likeRDA
to National
help, either
financially or by donating
your time,
July 10 – 12
Championships
Hartpury, Gloucestershire
then please go to our website
July 28
Southern Region Carriage Driving Show
www.rda-southeastregion.org.ukHadlow College, Kent
Sept 22
Indoor
Drivingus
Trial
or contact
toand
seeQualifier
how you can help.Sands Farm, Warnham
May 19

Sept TBC

Riding Training Day

Sands Farm, Warnham

Regional
Conference
Haven Centre,
Crawley Down
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